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The Stranger
Vintage With the intrigue of a psychological thriller, Camus's masterpiece gives us the story of an ordinary man unwittingly drawn into a senseless murder on an Algerian beach.
Behind the intrigue, Camus explores what he termed "the nakedness of man faced with the absurd" and describes the condition of reckless alienation and spiritual exhaustion that
characterized so much of twentieth-century life. First published in 1946; now in translation by Matthew Ward.

Stranger Things Library Edition Volume 2
Dark Horse Comics In the spirit of horror classics such as Carrie, this hardbound collection of two Stranger Things graphic novels explores what it means to have power, and what
some are willing to do to attain it. Prequal to the hit Netﬂix series, Six dives into the lives of the psychic kids being held at the mysterious government lab in Hawkins, Indiana.
Stripped of her name and left with nothing but the number six, clairvoyant teen Francine plots to break out however she can. She has seen a horriﬁc glimpse into the future to come
and wants to save as many people as she can. In Into the Fire, some of the teens who escaped ﬁnd out that another of their number might yet still be alive and take oﬀ on a brutal
journey where they must choose between vengeance and mercy all in the hopes of saving their friend from herself. A chilling glimpse at the machinations of Brenner’s lab leading up
to the events of the show, this hardcover collection of Stranger Things: Six and Stranger Things: Into The Fire includes everything from teen romance to pyrokinetic rampages.

The Kindness of Strangers
Travel Stories That Make Your Heart Grow
Summersdale Travel is the only thing you can buy that makes you richer Travel opens our minds to the world; it helps us to embrace risk and uncertainty, overcome challenges and
understand the people we meet and the places we visit. But what happens when we arrive home? How do our experiences shape us? The Kindness of Strangers explores what it
means to be vulnerable and to be helped by someone we've never met before. Someone who could have walked past, but chose not to. This is a collection of stories by accomplished
travellers and adventurous souls like Sarah Outen, Benedict Allen, Ed Staﬀord and Al Humphreys, who have completed daring journeys through challenging terrain. Each has a story
to tell of a time when they were vulnerable, when they were in need and a kind stranger came to their rescue. These are stories that make our hearts grow, stories that will restore
our faith in the world and remind us that, despite what the media says, the world isn't a scary place - rather, it is ﬁlled with Kind Strangers just like us.

Stranger Faces
Undelivered Lectures Speculative essays that probe the mythology of the face by the author of The Old Drift

Elmer and the Stranger
Random House Is there a diﬀerence between a bounce and a jump? Kangaroo thinks there is, and he is very concerned he is going to look silly in the upcoming jumping competition,
until Elmer helps him discover that the one will do just as well as the other.

The Book of Strange New Things
Canongate Books 'I am with you always, even unto the end of the world . . .' Peter Leigh is a missionary called to go on the journey of a lifetime. Leaving behind his beloved wife,
Bea, he boards a ﬂight for a remote and unfamiliar land, a place where the locals are hungry for the teachings of the Bible - his 'book of strange new things'. It is a quest that will
challenge Peter's beliefs, his understanding of the limits of the human body and, most of all, his love for Bea. The Book of Strange New Things is a wildly original tale of adventure,
faith and the ties that might hold two people together when they are worlds apart. This momentous novel, Faber's ﬁrst since The Crimson Petal and the White, sees him at his
expectation-defying best. WINNER OF THE SALTIRE BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD SHORTLISTED FOR THE ARTHUR C. CLARKE AWARD AS HEARD ON BBC RADIO 4

Talking to Strangers
What We Should Know about the People We Don't Know
Penguin UK THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER 'Compelling, haunting, tragic stories . . . resonate long after you put the book down' James McConnachie, Sunday Times Book of the
Year The routine traﬃc stop that ends in tragedy. The spy who spends years undetected at the highest levels of the Pentagon. The false conviction of Amanda Knox. Why do we so
often get other people wrong? Why is it so hard to detect a lie, read a face or judge a stranger's motives? Using stories of deceit and fatal errors to cast doubt on our strategies for
dealing with the unknown, Malcolm Gladwell takes us on an intellectual adventure into the darker side of human nature, where strangers are never simple and misreading them can
have disastrous consequences.

The Secrets of Strangers
A BBC Radio 2 Book Club Pick
Atlantic Books From the authr of Richard and Judy Book Club pick After The Fall comes a gripping and moving novel, perfect if you love books by Jodi Picoult. 'Tautly plotted,
gripping and emotional' - Clare Mackintosh, bestselling author of After the End A regular weekday morning veers drastically oﬀ-course for a group of strangers whose paths cross in
a London café - their lives never to be the same again when an apparently crazed gunman holds them hostage. But there is more to the situation than ﬁrst meets the eye and as the
captives grapple with their own inner demons, the line between right and wrong starts to blur. Will the secrets they keep stop them from escaping with their lives? Shortlisted for
'best novel' in the 2021 Ngaio Marsh Awards

Stranger in a Strange Land
Hachette UK The original uncut edition of STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND by Hugo Award winner Robert A Heinlein - one of the most beloved, celebrated science-ﬁction novels of all
time. Epic, ambitious and entertaining, STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND caused controversy and uproar when it was ﬁrst published and is still topical and challenging today. Twentyﬁve years ago, the ﬁrst manned mission to Mars was lost, and all hands presumed dead. But someone survived... Born on the doomed spaceship and raised by the Martians who
saved his life, Valentine Michael Smith has never seen a human being until the day a second expedition to Mars discovers him. Upon his return to Earth, a young nurse named Jill
Boardman sneaks into Smith's hospital room and shares a glass of water with him, a simple act for her but a sacred ritual on Mars. Now, connected by an incredible bond, Smith, Jill
and a writer named Jubal must ﬁght to protect a right we all take for granted: the right to love.

Stranger Things: The Other Side (Graphic Novel)
Dark Horse Comics The hit Netﬂix series from the Duﬀer Brothers is now a spine-tingling comic that recounts Will Beyers' harrowing survival in the treacherous Upside Down! When
Will Byers ﬁnds himself in the Upside Down, an impossible dark parody of his own world, he's understandably frightened. But that's nothing compared with the fear that takes hold
when he realizes what's in that world with him! Follow Will's struggle through the season one events of the hit Netﬂix show Stranger Things! Written by Jody Houser (Mother Panic,
Faith) and illustrated by Stefano Martino (Doctor Who, Catwoman)
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The Stranger
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt The enigmatic origins of the stranger that Farmer Bailey hits with his truck and brings home to recuperate seem to have a mysterious relation to the
weather. Could he be Jack Frost? "The author-illustrator has woven a thread of fantasy in and around his realistic illustrations to give the reader, once again, a story that stays in the
imagination." -- Horn Book

The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
BookRix The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is about a London lawyer named Gabriel John Utterson who investigates strange occurrences between his old friend, Dr. Henry
Jekyll, and the evil Edward Hyde. There are two personalities within Dr. Jekyll, one apparently good and the other evil; completely opposite levels of morality. The novel's impact is
such that it has become a part of the language, with the very phrase "Jekyll and Hyde" coming to mean a person who is vastly diﬀerent in moral character from one situation to the
next. 'The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde' is a thrilling Gothic horror novel. John Utterson, a prosecutor, is on his weekly walk with his relative, who proceeds to tell him of
an encounter with a man he had seen some months ago while coming home late at night from Cavendish Place. The tale describes a sinister ﬁgure named Edward Hyde who
tramples a young girl, disappears into a door on the street, and re-emerges to pay oﬀ her relatives with 10 pounds in gold and a cheque signed by respectable gentleman Dr. Henry
Jekyll (a client and friend of Utterson's) for 90 pounds. Jekyll had recently and suddenly changed his will to make Hyde the sole beneﬁciary. This development concerns and disturbs
Utterson, who makes an eﬀort to seek out Hyde. Utterson fears that Hyde is blackmailing Jekyll for his money. Upon ﬁnally managing to encounter Hyde, Hyde's ugliness, as if
deformed, amazes Utterson. Although Utterson cannot say exactly how or why, Hyde provokes an instinctive feeling of revulsion in him. Much to Utterson's surprise, Hyde willingly
oﬀers Utterson his address. After one of Jekyll's dinner parties, Utterson stays behind to discuss the matter of Hyde with Jekyll. Utterson notices Jekyll turning pale, yet he assures
Utterson that everything involving Hyde is in order and that he is to be left alone.

The Book of Strangers
A Novel
SUNY Press Sometime in the future the head librarian at a great center of learning suddenly disappears, leaving behind a journal that describes his weariness with a world "where
people teach but know nothing, where the sentences ﬂow on endlessly but lead nowhere." His successor in the post becomes more and more intrigued by the vanished man's fate,
until a series of mysterious clues lead him on a journey both inward and outward, to a world that begins where language ends. Within a matter of weeks he ﬁnds himself in the
company of powerful dervishes, God-intoxicated nomads whose eyes blaze with love, and ragged beggars with the smile of the Pure One. These men, the followers of an enlightened
Shaykh, speak little, but simply to be in their company ﬁlls him with ecstasy and knowledge.

When a Stranger Called
An Anthology of Short Stories by Young Writers with Old Souls
A Stranger on the Beach
A Novel
St. Martin's Press Parade's "10 Books Written by Women We Can't Wait to Read in 2019" | She Reads' "Most Anticipated Thillers of Summer 2019" | Pure Wow's "The Best Beach
Reads of Summer 2019" | CrimeReads' "The Most Anticipated Crime Books of Summer" From bestselling author Michele Campbell comes A Stranger on the Beach, an edge-of-your
seat story of passion and intrigue that will keep you guessing until the very end. Caroline Stark’s beach house was supposed to be her crowning achievement: a lavish, expensive
space to showcase what she thought was her perfect family. But after a very public ﬁght with her husband, she realizes things may not be as perfect as they seem: her husband is
lying to her, the money is disappearing, and there’s a stranger on the beach outside her house. As Caroline’s marriage and her carefully constructed lifestyle begin to collapse
around her, she turns to Aidan, the stranger, for comfort...and revenge. After a brief and desperate ﬂing that means nothing to Caroline and everything to him, Aidan’s infatuation
with Caroline, her family, and her house becomes more and more destructive. But who is manipulating whom in this deadly game of obsession and control? Who will take the blame
when someone ends up dead...and what is Caroline hiding?

A Stranger On Board
This summer’s most tense and unputdownable thriller
Penguin UK There's a murderer on board. And everyone is a suspect... 'Fast-paced, gripping and intense - A Stranger on Board is going to make waves this summer' T.M. LOGAN
'What a tense, breath-taking read! Amazing' 5***** READER REVIEW ________ Welcome to The Escape. A luxury superyacht. A once-in-a lifetime opportunity to get away. Until the ﬁrst
passenger goes missing... Everyone on board has a part to play. The newcomer with secrets buried in her past. The unexpected guest looking for an escape. The crew looking to
settle old scores. They all have something to hide. But only one of them is a killer... ________ READERS LOVE A STRANGER ON BOARD: 'A gripping suspense that grabs from the ﬁrst
page . . . Fizzing with adrenaline' 5***** Reader Review 'Loved every page of this - was hooked from the start!' 5***** Reader Review 'A fantastic, fast-paced story with enough
intrigue to keep you gripped and guessing until that ﬁnal climax!' 5***** Reader Review 'This book gripped me and had me hooked until the very last page' 5***** Reader Review

A Stranger in Olondria
a novel
Small Beer Press Jevik travels to the city of Olondria where he is overtaken by a ghost from his past.

Atlantis Rising Magazine Issue 24 – THE PULSAR MYSTERY PDF Download
Atlantis Rising magazine In this 88 page download: LETTERS EARLY RAYS HILLY ROSE THE DAILY GRAIL The Internet s best alternative science site now in print DEEPAK CHOPRA AND
GOD Transcendent new direction for the iconoclastic Doctor WILLIAM FLINDERS PETRIE ON TRIAL Christopher Dunn defends the great Egyptologist PLATO: THE TRUTH Frank Joseph
checks the credibility of the best-known source on Atlantis WHEN THE WEATHER GETS WEIRD Do ﬁsh and frogs really fall from the sky? THE ANCIENT ELECTRICIANS David Childress
looks for evidence of ancient High Tech THE HYDROGEN SOLUTION Jeane Manning on astounding new developments TRACKING ELECTROGRAVITICS Thomas Valone on the science of
anti-gravity THE PULSAR MYSTERY An amazing new study points to an ET connection THE DREAMS OF GENIUS Are the secrets of life unfolded to sleepers? HOUDINI’S LAST ESCAPE
Did he break the bonds of death? ASTROLOGY BOOKS RECORDINGS

Strangers
Essays on the Human and Nonhuman
Makina Books LONGLISTED FOR THE 2021 RATHBONES FOLIO PRIZE In Strangers, Rebecca Tamá s explores where the human and nonhuman meet, and why this delicate connection
just might be the most important relationship of our times. From ‘On Watermelon’ to ‘On Grief’, Tamá s’s essays are exhilarating to read in their radical and original exploration of
the links between the environmental, the political, the folkloric and the historical. From thinking stones, to fairgrounds, from colliding planets to transformative cockroaches,
Tamá s’s lyrical perspective takes the reader on a journey between body, land and spirit—exploring a new ecological vision for our fractured, fragile world. Essays: On Watermelon •
On Hospitality • On Panpscychism • On Greenness • On Pain • On Grief • On Mystery A fascinating, lyrical exploration of the eco-political, from human and non-human bodies to
landscapes. Tamás’ essays are deeply rooted in folklore and the fragility of existence. A stunning work of enquiry and eloquence. — Sinéad Gleeson So full of insight, compassion
and reason. – Anthony Anaxagorou Rebecca Tamás creates a shifting perspective in her essays which illuminates while giving unexpected pleasure. – Amit Chaudhuri Bursting with
intellectual generosity. Deep wide roots and radical shoots. — Max Porter To read Rebecca Tamás is to feel weirdly, uncannily creaturely, and to see all around us as pulsing with
meaning. — Katherine Angel Strangers is a much-needed lesson in how to love—unconditionally and immeasurably—a dying world. — Jessica J. Lee Erudite yet intimate, moving yet
ﬁerce, Rebecca Tamás’ hungry exploration of the world – occurring at the porous boundary between literary forms – made me rethink what it means to be humane. — Olivia Sudjic
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Rebecca Tamás writes searingly on loss, transformation, art and the body. Her writing is tender and sharp, brimming with heat. — Nina Mingya Powles Strangers is an extraordinary,
essential book. Both quiet and loud. Strange yet explicit. — Sara Baume exciting and clear-eyed. — Melissa Harrison These essays are sharp, purposeful, moving and strange:
necessary writing for now. — Jenn Ashworth ‘he writing in these essays is luminous and urgent, intensely intimate and wildly global. Strangers is an intricate exploration of
environmental precarity, literary strangeness, and the importance of the nonhuman. — Naomi Booth Strangers is a work of generous, optimistic curiosity, one which forgoes the
easy promise of a world to come and invites us instead into a relationship of charged “feral intimacy” with a world that is already here. — Sam Byers Tamás builds a world so
intimate for us here, teaching us how to unlearn and relearn, relive and relove. – Supriya Kaur Dhaliwal This text is an echoing, unstoppable bell. – Caught by the River (book of the
month) A passionate and poetic exercise in empathy for everything. – Between Two Books a beautiful exploration of our relationship with nature. – Idler intriguing and generous. –
New Statesman The essays appear not as fragments but as portals, dropping deep into the currents of contemporary ecological thought and lived experience… – Amy Clarkson,
SPAM

Strangers I Know
A Novel
Penguin "Durastanti casts the universal drama of the family as the sieve through which the self—woman, artist, daughter—is ﬁltered and known." —Ocean Vuong A work of ﬁction
about being a stranger in your own family and life. Every family has its own mythology, but in this family none of the myths match up. Claudia’s mother says she met her husband
when she stopped him from jumping oﬀ a bridge. Her father says it happened when he saved her from an attempted robbery. Both parents are deaf but couldn’t be more diﬀerent;
they can’t even agree on how they met, much less who needed saving. Into this unlikely yet somehow inevitable union, our narrator is born. She comes of age with her brother in
this strange, and increasingly estranged, household split between a small village in southern Italy and New York City. Without even sign language in common – their parents have
not bothered to teach them – family communications are chaotic and rife with misinterpretations, by turns hilarious and devastating. An outsider in every way, she longs for a
freedom she’s not even sure exists. Only books and punk rock—and a tumultuous relationship—begin to show her the way to create her own mythology, to construct her own version
of the story of her life. Kinetic, formally dazzling, and spectacularly original, this book is a funny and profound portrait of an unconventional family that makes us look anew at how
language shapes our understanding of ourselves.

Treachery and Triumph - An Anthology of World War II Stories
Pneuma Springs Publishing WAR? DEATH AND DESTRUCTION? VIOLENCE, HATRED, INEXPRESSIBLE GRIEF? PEOPLES PITTED AGAINST EACH OTHER, TO THE DEATH? WHY ON EARTH
SHOULD I WANT TO READ ABOUT IT? THERE’S ENOUGH IN THE MEDIA EVERY DAY, SURELY? YES: BUT THIS IS DIFFERENT. The stories in this Anthology aim to give a vivid insight,
through a fascinating mixture of history, reminiscence and ﬁction, into life during WWII: for those at the front, those left behind, the young at school, the old in the twilight of their
years, parents, lovers, spouses, families, colleagues; Britons, Germans, Irish, Kenyans, French, eastern Europeans and Americans (plus the odd ‘undesirable alien’!). These pages
see householders struggling to maintain a semblance of normality; young men reluctant to volunteer; soldiers determined to win; acts of generosity, acts of cowardice. In these
pages, there is violence – impossible to avoid in an Anthology dedicated to the memory of war – but there is also humour and romance, suspense and emotion, heroism and daring.
Even the paranormal puts in an appearance (as one might say). The action is set variously in France, Britain, Eire, Kenya, Russia, Poland ... You are guaranteed hours of stimulation,
enjoyment and fruitful relaxation with a book devoted to one of the deﬁning events of our times. STARE INTO THE PAST WITH THE EYES OF THOSE GRIPPED BY ITS DRAMA. All the
stories have been especially written for this Anthology by writers experienced in their ﬁeld. Pneuma Springs is proud to present it to commemorate seventy years after the end of
hostilities. Contributors: Karl Brockmann, Annie Coyle Martin, Julius Falconer, Peter Good, Neal James Andrew Malloy, Steve Morris, Neil Morton, Ron Ooms, Chris Pownall, Derek
Rosser, Avril Saunders, Derek Smith, Louise Wilkinson Book reviews online: PublishedBestsellers website.

The Stranger in the Lifeboat
The uplifting new novel from the bestselling author of Tuesdays with Morrie
Hachette UK THE INSTANT NO.1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The stunning new novel from the bestselling author of global phenomenon Tuesdays with Morrie 'Mitch Albom sees
the magical in the ordinary' Cecelia Ahern ____________ Adrift in a raft after a terrible shipwreck, ten strangers try to survive while they wait for rescue. After three days, short on
water, food and hope, they spot a man ﬂoating in the waves. They pull him on board - and the survivor claims he can save them. But should they put their trust in him? Will any of
them see home again? And why did the ship really sink? The Stranger in the Lifeboat is not only a deeply moving novel about the power of love and hope in the face of danger, but
also a mystery that will keep you guessing to the very end. ____________ What real readers are saying about The Stranger in the Lifeboat: 'Enthralling storytelling as always from this
brilliant writer' FIVE STARS 'Just when I thought I had things ﬁgured out . . . plot twist. One that was not expected. And another and another and another. Mind. Blown . . . You just
just have to read it' FIVE STARS 'Albom can always be depended on to not only write a book that is written well and entertaining, but compels the reader to look within themselves
and feel something new' FIVE STARS 'A very exciting, thrilling and poignant tale of trying to survive against the odds' FIVE STARS

Perfect Strangers
An Amazon Top 50 Bestseller "These kisses of his...they're demanding and possessive. They're hungry and deep. They're the kisses of a man who wants more of a woman-who wants
everything-and isn't going to stop until he gets it." Author Olivia Rossi hasn't been able to write a word since tragedy struck two years ago and ripped her world apart. Heartbroken
and still haunted by the past, she accepts an oﬀer to spend the summer at a friend's apartment in Paris in search of healing and her lost muse. What she ﬁnds instead is James, an
enigmatic stranger who ignites in her an unexpected and all-consuming passion. Agreeing to tell each other nothing more than their ﬁrst names, Olivia and James embark on a torrid
aﬀair. But the more time they spend together, the more Olivia begins to realize her summer ﬂing is turning into a powerful connection...and that the magnetic man she's falling in
love with might not be what he seems at all.

Errantry
Strange Stories
Small Beer Press Praise for Elizabeth Hand: "Fiercely frightening yet hauntingly beautiful."—Tess Gerritsen, author of The Silent Girl "A sinful pleasure."—Katherine Dunn, author of
Geek Love No one is innocent, no one unexamined in award-winner Elizabeth Hand's new collection. From the summer isles to the mysterious people next door all the way to the odd
guy one cubicle over, Hand teases apart the dark strangenesses of everyday life to show us the impossibilities, broken dreams, and improbable dreams that surely can never come
true. Elizabeth Hand's novels include Shirley Jackson Award–winner Generation Loss, Mortal Love, and Available Dark.

Before We Were Strangers
A Love Story
Simon and Schuster Before We Were Strangers description forthcoming from Atria Books.

Stranger Things Library Edition Volume 1
Dark Horse Comics Collected for the ﬁrst time in one digital book, these graphic novel coming-of-age horror stories tap into the isolation, loss and fears of the kids from the show
while highlighting their bravery and resiliency. Experience more 80’s horror nostalgia with this collection of two complete graphic novels, Stranger Things: The Other Side and
Stranger Things: Science Camp. Oﬀering a new perspective on the events of the hit Netﬂix show, The Other Side follows Will Byers after he has been pulled into a mysterious
nightmare realm. Isolated, disoriented and scared, he quickly realizes he isn’t alone—monsters lurk around every corner, and they are hunting him. In Science Camp, Dustin
Henderson arrives at Camp Know Where anxious about spending the summer away from his friends after they saved their town from eldritch horrors. It doesn’t take long for him to
ﬁnd bullies to defeat, and fellow nerds to befriend. When a spooky masked ﬁgure starts making camp counselors disappear, the solution won’t take rocket science. Dustin gathers a
crew of geeks to save their camp – and possibly their own lives.

Strange But Mostly True
Strange debris is found in a ﬁeld near Roswell, New Mexico. Many suspect it is an alien spacecraft. Fires burn beneath a town for over 50 years. Rocks weighing several hundred
pounds move across land on their own. Are these unbelievable tales real? Find out in this fascinating collection of short stories. Who isn't fascinated by the world of the weird?
These story collections are the ultimate in high-interest reading. The people, places, and things within their pages range from the peculiar to the preposterous, from the creepy to
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the utterly terrifying, and from the odd to the awful. Yet all stories are based on eyewitness accounts or the solid research of serious investigators. Captivating facts are included in
a "Strange Truth" section following each story.

Keep Saying Their Names
A novel
Knopf An extraordinary work of ﬁction, inspired by historical events--an exquisitely crafted double portrait of a Nazi war criminal and a family savaged by World War II, conjoined by
an actual house of horrors they both called home On a street in modern-day Norway, a writer kneels with his son and tells him that according to Jewish tradition, a person dies
twice: ﬁrst when their heart stops beating, and then again the last time their name is read or thought or said. Before them is a stone engraved with the name Hirsch Komissar, the
boy's great-great-grandfather who was murdered by Nazis. The man who sent Komissar to his death was one of Norway's vilest traitors, Henry Oliver Rinnan, a Nazi double agent
who set up headquarters in an unspectacular suburban house and transformed the cellar into a torture chamber for resisters, a place to be avoided and feared. That is until
Komissar's own son, Gerson, and his young wife, Ellen, take up residence in the house after the war. While their daughters spend a happy childhood playing in the same rooms
where some of the most heinous acts of the occupation occurred, the weight of history threatens to pull the couple apart. In Keep Saying Their Names, Simon Stranger uses this
unusual twist of fate to probe ﬁve generations of intimate and global history, seamlessly melding fact and ﬁction, creating a brilliant lexicon of light and dark. The resulting novel
reveals how evil is born in some and courage in others--and seeks to keep alive the names of those lost.

The Stranger's Child
Picador Classic
Pan Macmillan With an introduction by Anthony Quinn. The Stranger's Child was Sunday Times Novel of the Year in 2011. In the late summer of 1913, George Sawle brings his
Cambridge friend Cecil Valance, a charismatic young poet, to visit his family home. The weekend will be one of excitements and confusions for everyone, but it is on George’s
sixteen-year-old sister Daphne that it will have the most lasting impact. As the decades pass, Daphne and those around her endure startling changes in fortune and circumstance
and, as reputations rise and fall, the events of that long-ago summer become part of a legendary story. Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize, The Stranger’s Child is Hollinghurst’s
masterly exploration of English culture, taste and attitudes. Epic in sweep, it intimately portrays a luminous but changing world and the ways memory – and myth – can be built and
broken. It is a powerful and utterly absorbing modern classic.

Friends and Strangers
Vintage "From the best-selling author of Maine, a gorgeous, compulsively-readable novel that tells the story of the complex relationship between two women, Elisabeth, a privileged
new mother and writer attempting to ﬁnd her footing after childbirth, and Sam, the idealistic, working-class college student she hires to nanny her young son"--

Death of a Stranger
A William Monk Novel
William Monk The tragic death of a railway magnate in a sleazy brothel has shocked high society. Meanwhile, private investigator William Monk acquires a mysterious new client who
asks him to ascertain beyond the shadow of a doubt whether or not her ﬁancé, a railway-ﬁrm executive, has become enmeshed in fraudulent practices. And so Monk embarks upon a
journey that will revive memories stripped from his consciousness by amnesia—as a past almost impossible to bear returns, eerily paralleling a fresh tragedy that has already begun
its inexorable unfolding.

ADVICE FROM A STRANGER
I asked 70 strangers, 'Please give me a piece of life advice.' I used their responses as inspiration to write my next poem. This poetry collection is the result. The youngest stranger I
asked was six years old. The oldest stranger was eighty-something. Some were asked in the queue at the supermarket or the post oﬃce. One time I asked the waiter at a restaurant.
I also asked Joanne, who was trying to sell me car insurance over the phone. My favourite? It's hard to choose. "Don't tie your shoelace in a revolving door" said by a chap called
Russell was a corker. "Spend time with the people you love" said Nicole, aged nine, on a particular day when I was feeling alone, really pulled on my heart strings. And then 'Make
every day count' said Matt, was a particular fond memory. I met this stranger by chance in a woodland car park. It was a cold winter's day and I had been for a run in the woods.
Caked in mud I arrived back at the car park only to ﬁnd I had somehow locked my car keys in the car. He was an incredibly kind man and he drove me to my house and back to get
my spare keys. During the car journey, with conversation ﬂowing, of course I had to ask him for his life advice. When I was younger I was told, 'don't talk to strangers.' Good advice.
But on this occasion, I am so glad I did.

The Stranger and Other Curious Stories
Ratna Sagar P Limited Presents fourteen short stories centered around inexplicable events, including a tale in which a grandfather who has vowed to stay with his grandson after
death in spirit comes to the boy's aid at a critical time.

The Little Stranger
Penguin After being summoned to treat a patient at dilapidated Hundreds Hall, Dr. Faraday ﬁnds himself becoming entangled in the lives of the owners, the Ayres family, and the
supernatural presences in the house.

The Book of Strangers
A Novel
SUNY Press Sometime in the future the head librarian at a great center of learning suddenly disappears, leaving behind a journal that describes his weariness with a world "where
people teach but know nothing, where the sentences ﬂow on endlessly but lead nowhere." His successor in the post becomes more and more intrigued by the vanished man's fate,
until a series of mysterious clues lead him on a journey both inward and outward, to a world that begins where language ends. Within a matter of weeks he ﬁnds himself in the
company of powerful dervishes, God-intoxicated nomads whose eyes blaze with love, and ragged beggars with the smile of the Pure One. These men, the followers of an enlightened
Shaykh, speak little, but simply to be in their company ﬁlls him with ecstasy and knowledge.

The Stranger in the Woods
The extraordinary story of the last true hermit
Simon and Schuster *THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* Could you leave behind all that you know and live in solitude for three decades? This is the extraordinary story of the last
true hermit - Christopher Knight. 'This was a breath-taking book to read and many weeks later I am still thinking about the implications for our society and - by extension - for my
own life' Sebastian Junger, bestselling author of The Perfect Storm 'A wry meditation on one man's attempt to escape life's distractions and look inwards, to ﬁnd meaning not by
doing, but by being' Martin Sixsmith, bestselling author of Philomena and Ayesha's Gift 'Not all heroes wear capes. My latest one is a man called Christopher Knight – a silent idol for
anyone who has felt the urge to just sack it all oﬀ and live the life of a hermit' Lucy Mangan, Stylist 'An extraordinary story about solitude, community, identity and freedom'
Guardian 'A meditation on solitude, wildness and survival. It is also, unexpectedly, a tribute to the joys of reading' The Wall Street Journal In 1986, twenty-year-old Christopher
Knight left his home in Massachusetts, drove to Maine, and disappeared into the woods. He would not speak to another human being until three decades later when he was arrested
for stealing food. Christopher survived by his wits and courage, developing ingenious ways to store food and water in order to avoid freezing to death in his tent during the harsh
Maine winters. He broke into nearby cottages for food, clothes, reading material and other provisions, taking only what he needed. In the process, he unwittingly terriﬁed a
community unable to solve the mysterious burglaries. Myths abounded amongst the locals eager to ﬁnd this legendary hermit. Based on extensive interviews with Knight himself,
this is a vividly detailed account of his secluded life and the challenges he faced returning to the world. The Stranger in the Woods is a riveting story of survival that asks
fundamental questions about solitude and what makes for a good life. Above all, this is a deeply moving portrait of a man determined to live life his own way.
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Tell it to a Stranger
Stories from the 1940s
Persephone Books A collection of short stories by Elizabeth Berridge.

Corbyn
The Strange Rebirth of Radical Politics
Verso Books How Jeremy Corbyn, the radical left candidate for the Labour leadership, won twice—and won big In the 2017 general election, Jeremy Corbyn pulled oﬀ an historic
upset, attracting the biggest increase in the Labour vote since 1945. It was another reversal of expectations for the mainstream media and his ‘soft-left’ detractors. Demolishing the
Blairite opposition in 2015, Corbyn had already seen oﬀ an attempted coup. Now, he had shattered the government’s authority, and even Corbyn’s most vitriolic critics have been
forced into stunned mea culpas. For the ﬁrst time in decades, socialism is back on the agenda—and for the ﬁrst time in Labour’s history, it deﬁnes the leadership. Richard Seymour
tells the story of how Corbyn’s rise was made possible by the long decline of Labour and by a deep crisis in British democracy. He shows how Corbyn began the task of rebuilding
Labour as a grassroots party, with a coalition of trade unionists, young and precarious workers, students and ‘Old Labour’ pugilists, who then became the biggest campaigning army
in British politics. Utilizing social media, activists turned the media’s Project Fear on its head and broke the ideological monopoly of the tabloids. After the election, with all the
artillery still ranged against Corbyn, and with all the weaknesses of the Left’s revival, Seymour asks what Corbyn can do with his newfound success.

Stranger Among Us
Stories of Cross Cultural Collision and Connection
These stories of disparate experience travel beyond politics and multicultural manners to become an essential discussion of otherness.
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